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Usherbreen started to surge in 1978, and the front has advanced 1.5 km and covered an area of 4.5 km'. 
During the first two years the front advanced more than 1 m/d, and the front was still advancing 0.15- 
0.20m/d in 1985, seven years after the start. The mean gradient of the lower 7km decreased from 3.3 
grad. to 1.8 grad. during the surge. The volume of ice transported down the glacier from higher to lower 
parts during the surge was 815 x 10hm3. which is a lmat  20% of the total glacier volume. Old icecored 
ridges in front of the glacier were reactivated, and the whole ridge system was pushed forward, in the 
summer of 1985 at a speed of about 0.05 m/d. Parts of the ridge system were moved 200 m during this 
surge. New ridges were developed on the flat sandur in front of the old ridge system. This demonstrates 
that the glacier advanced further than in any previous surge. 

Jon Oue Hagen. Norsk Polarinstitun. P . O .  Box 158,1330 Oslo Lufthavn, Noway;  November 1986 (revised 
March 1987). 

Surge is a periodic advance of an ice mass with 
increased velocities up to hundred times the nor- 
mal. The surge mechanisms are one of the un- 
solved and challenging topics in glaciology, and 
field observations are still needed to obtain a 
better understanding. 

Both temperate, subpolar (with temperate and 
cold parts) and polar (cold) glaciers may surge, 
but it seems to be most common in subpolar ones. 
In Svalbard most of the glaciers are subpolar and 
90% of them are assumed to be of the surge-type 
(Liestel pers. comm.). 

A surging glacier will in the quiescent stage 
have an ice flux that is too low to maintain the 
steady-state profile. The surface gradient will then 
gradually increase and when the basal shear stress 
reaches a critical, but unknown value the surge 
starts (Meier & Post 1969), and the slidingvelocity 
increases rapidly. The motiofi usually starts in the 
upper or middle parts of the glacier resulting in a 
compressive Bow further down. A compressive 
glacier surface strain rate of up to 0.2 per day has 
been measured (Kamb et al. 1985), which results 
in a wave motion of thicker ice that increases its 
transport capacity. 

The ice velocity in a surge varies in different 
glaciers. 2-5 m/d is common, but up to 100 m/d 
has been recorded at Bruarjokull, Iceland (Tho- 
rarinsson 1969). 

So far, the trigger mechanism has not been 
explained adequately, but most probably it is a 
combination of increasing basal shear stress and 
increasing subglacial water pressure (Kamb et al. 

1985). However, the water must then be pre- 
vented from draining out while the glacier is 
approaching a new surge. At subpolar glaciers 
this may happen as the outermost parts are frozen 
to the bed, preventing the water from draining 
out, while the central parts are at the melting 
point. Schytt (1969) has done some measurements 
on Vestfonna, Svalbard, that indicate such a tem- 
perature distribution with a cold ring surrounding 
a central area of melting ice. 

Liestel (1976) registered a surge at Hessbreen, 
Svalbard, in 1973-74. Temperatures at 10 m depth 
were -4.2"C before the surge in the lower part 
of the glacier tongue where the ice thickness was 
less than 100m. This indicates that the tongue 
has been frozen to its bed, damming the subglacial 
water and preventing any sliding. However. water 
was draining year round from the glacier, so parts 
of the glacier sole must have been at the melting 
point. The glacier seemed to move as a solid block 
during the surge. Crevassing only developed in a 
zone along the edge and in the upper part of the 
glacier. Liestd's observations suggest that the 
surge started at the tongue and not in the accumu- 
lation area. Similar block motion has also been 
reported from the surge of Tindebreen in the 
Hornsund area of Svalbard by Pillewizcr (1939). 

An observation from Tillbergfonna in Gang- 
dalen, Svalbard, also indicates subglacial dam- 
ming of water near the front. Water stored under 
the glacier tongue drained out in February-March 
1970, and the central parts of the glacier tongue 
developed a marked depression. The outer part 
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of the tongue was not affected, while there was 
some crevassing along the depression (Liestd 
pers. comm.). Liestd estimated from air photo 
studies that about 1 x lo6 rn3 water was drained. 
The slope of the glacier surface was 5 4  deg. 

It has been proposed that the water pressure at 
temperate glaciers builds up during wintertime 
when outgoing channels are closed by freezing 
and ice deformation (Kamb et al. 1985). If this 
hypothesis is correct it requires surging of tem- 
perate glaciers to start in late winter/earIy spring 
when water pressure is at its maximum. This is 
not verified from observations. 

Relatively few glaciers have been observed in 
active surge. Two examples are Medvezhiy 
Glacier in the Pamirs in Soviet Central Asia 
(Dolgushin & Osipava 1973) and Variegated 
Glacier in Alaska (Kamb et al. 1985). 

In Svalbard, surges have beec dated for more 
than 80 glaciers (Liestd in press), but a lot more 
have surged at unknown times. The change of 
longitudinal profiles and front positions has been 
recorded at some of these glaciers (Liestd 1969). 

Usherbreen 
Usherbreen is an outlet glacier that drains east- 
wards from the icecap Nordmannsfonna, West- 
Spitsbergen (Figs. 1 and 2 ) .  Before the surge the 
glacier had an area of 29 krn?, it  was 12 km long, 

and the elevation ranged from 550m above sea 
level to 10 m a.s.1. at the sandur. Its average slope 
was 2.5grad. The bedrock consists of marine 
schists and sandstones up to about 300 m 
elevation, and above this Trias layer there are 
some grey and black Jurassic shales (Flood et al. 
1971). 

The glacier was in the final act of a surge in 
1985. Field work was concentrated on two tasks: 
1. recording the glacier change during the surge, 
and 2. studying the landforming processes in front 
of a surging glacier. This paper will mostly 
describe the results under 1, while the second task 
will be discussed in a later paper. 

Results and discussion 
Glacier map before and after the surge 

Pre-surge air photos from August 1971 were avail- 
able. Fixed triangulation points were surveyed in 
the field, and later a glacier map was constructed 
on a Wild B8 Autograph Stereoplotter at the 
Department of Geography, University of Oslo to 
the scale of 1:20,000. The map is here reproduced 
on the scale of 1:75,000 (Fig. 3). 

The exact start of the surge has not been estab- 
lished, but it must have been close to 1977. The 
upper part of the glacier was crevassed in 1978, 
and from Landsat satellite images it was observed 
that the glacier front started to advance this year. 
Satellite images from 1980 showed that the front 
had advanced more than 1 km. The front moved 
more slowly in the following years, and the field 
work in 1985 showed that the advance had prac- 
tically ceased, so 1985 can be taken as the maxi- 
mum position. The assumed minimum position 
before the surge is obtained from the air photos 
from 1971 even though the glacier might have 
retreated slightly further before the surge. 

The glacier map from 1985 was drawn manually 
on the basis of surveyed points and sketches of 
the surface. 140 points on the glacier surface, 30 
points along the front and 40 points on the 
moraine ridges in front of the glacier were fixed 
by closed polygon from the triangulation points. 
The surveying equipment was a Wild T2 the- 
odolite and electronic distance measuring device, 
Wild Distomate D14. It was not possible to do 
any surveying on the glacier surface above 300 m 
a.s.1. because of the crevassing. The elevation 
contours in the upper part of the glacier in 1985 
are therefore only approximate and dotted on the 
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Fig. 2. The front of Usherbreen after the surge in August 1985. Photo direction is south-north. Note the steep front and the folded 
moraine ridge systems. 

glacier map (Fig. 4). However, the surveyed part 
covers the whole receiving area where the glacier 
surface has risen during the surge. 

Both maps from 1971 and 1985 have been digi- 
tized at Statens Kartverk. A computer program 
was used to put a grid net over the maps, and the 
elevation (z) for each square was calculated by 
interpolating between the contour lines. The digi- 
tized data were used in a computer terrain model. 
In our display of this model close profiles are 
drawn with the vertical scale enlarged eight times 
to the horizontal, to give a three dimensional 
impression (Figs. 5 and 6 ) .  The terrain model for 
Usherbreen used a grid net with small squares of 
2 0 ~ 2 0 m  (400m’) in order to give a detailed 
smooth surface. The horizontal distance between 
each profile is then 20m. To avoid a wrong 
impression of flat areas in the display, some extra 
contour lines and height points had to be inserted. 
The profiles are drawn perpendicular to the line 
of sight, but the view positions can be varied 
so that the terrain may be observed from any 
direction. The terrain-model formed the basis for 
the calculation of the ice mass transport during 
the surge. 

The glacier front advanced 1.5 km during the 

surge and covered an area of 4.5km2. This 
included the whole area behind the terminal 
moraines that mark the outer limit of former 
advances. In the south the glacier advanced over 
the old ridges and on to ground formerly unaf- 
fected by this glacier. The lateral glacier river 
was pressed outwards and eroded a new course 
between the glacier and the valley wall. At some 
places this river eroded tunnels in the per- 
rnafrozen alluvial debris at the level of the glacier 
sole. A glacier dammed lake was also formed 
(Fig. 7). 

The glacier seems to have moved over the 1 km 
long and flat area behind the old moraine ridges 
without pushing any material up in front of it. As 
the glacier reached the old ridges, however, the 
whole ridge system began to move forward and 
at the same time new ridges developed on the 
sandur in front of the old system. The outermost 
limit of the ridges was moved up to 200 m. This 
displacement, together with the glacier advance 
out on fresh ground in the south, showed that this 
advance was greater than in any earlier surge of 
this glacier. 

Due to crevasses after the surge there was little 
surface drainage which otherwise is common on 
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Fig. 3. Map of Usherbreen glacier constructed from airphotos from 1971. The scale is 1:75,ooO. Contour interval is 20m. In the 
lower parts of the glacier 10 m contour lines are dotted. 
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Fig. 4. Map of Usherbreen glacier from 1985. The contour lines are drawn on the basis of 170 surveyed points on the glacier 
surface. The scale is 1:75,000. Contour interval is 20m with 10m lines dotted below 300m a.s.1. Above the 300m contour line 
there are no surveyed points, and the lines are dotted as rough estimates. 
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Fig. 5. Three-dimensional display of a terrain model of the glacier before the surge based on the map in Fig. 3 and in the same 
scale. The vertical scale is cight times the horizontal and the distance between the profiles IS 20 m. 
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Fig. 6. Three-dimensional view of the model of the glacier after the surge based on the map in Fig. 4. The axes are as in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 7. The glacier front was steep and advanced out on undisturbed ground (a). The lateral water stream eroded tunnels in the 
frozen alluvial material (b). A glacier dammed lake was also formed south of the glacier (c). 

cold and subpolar glaciers. The water from the 
glacier was concentrated in two subglacial chan- 
nels coming out of the southern and the northern 
side of the front. Only a few minor waterways 
were observed englacially or at the surface. The 
main stream in the north came out under the 
new advancing glacier, but over the old icecored 
moraine ridges, eroding a 20-30 m deep canyon 
in the old ridges (Fig. 8). 

Longitudinal profiles and basal shear stress 

The slope of the glacier surface changed con- 
siderably during the surge. Profiles before and 
after the surge were drawn as far up as the glacier 
surface was surveyed in 1985 (Fig. 9). The surface 
rose more than 100m near the glacier margin 
during the surge. The front, which originally was 
gentle with an even slope, became steep and 
arching and 10-25 m high. A break to the steep 
wall (Fig. 2 )  appeared over a long distance along 
the outermost front. This must be due to the great 
ablation in the low-albedo dirt-covered surfaces 
that absorb a lot of energy from the global radi- 
ation. The dirt is melting from thin debris-layers 

in the basal ice, possibly regelation layers 
(Weertmann 1961). 

Mean longitudinal gradient of the lower 6 km 
was 3.3grad. before the surge. After the surge 
the gradient was 1.8 grad. measured from the top 
of the steep front. The mean basal shear stress 
can be found from t = Fpgh sina, where F is a 
shape factor dependent on the cross section. Here 
the width is about 2 km, and estimated mean 
thickness is about 150 m. This gives an approxi- 
mate F-value of 0.9 (Nye 1965). The mean shear 
stress was then t = 61 kPa (0.61 bar) at the gradi- 
ent of 3.3grad. just before the surge and t =  
33 kPa (0.33 bar) at the gradient of 1.8 grad. after 
the surge. 

It is surprising that the critical shear stress value 
before the surge is as low as 0.6 bar. From regis- 
trations of change in the longitudinal profile of 
Finsterwalderbreen during a surge (Liest01 1969) 
a mean basal shear stress of 170 kPa (1.7 bar) was 
calculated in the steepest parts of the glacier 3- 
5 km from the front in 1898 (Robin & Weertmann 
1973). The surge started in 1910. and based on 
profile measurements in 1920 the mean shear 
stress after the surge was calculated to 60 kPa 
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Fig. 8. The glacier stream coming out in the north was forced into a new course and eroded a 2S-30 m deep canyon into the old 
moraine ridges. These ridges nearest to the glacier contained old glacier ice. 
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(0.6 bar) in the lower 5 km. A common value for 
the basal shear stress in a temperate valley glacier 
is 150-200 kPa (1.5-2.0 bar). 

The heat of friction (Q) is proportional to the 
sliding velocity (v): Q = tAv. where A is !he 
area of the glacier sole. Increased heat of friction 
results in increased production of water that 
works as lubrication and keeps the high sliding 
velocity to  maintain and lower the slope even more 
than to the steady state profile. 

Ice transport 

Transport of ice from the higher to the lower parts 
of the glacier was calculated from the increase in 
volume in the lower parts of the glacier. The 
change of volume was derived from the terrain 
model with the same grid net of 400 m’ squares. 
The change of volume is calculated for each 
square (i): AV, = Ahl X 400m’. In  total the 
change becomes: V= ZAVi = ZAhi x 400 mz. 
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Fig. IO. Distribution of the change of ice volume in  the lower parts of the glacier. Increased thickness is drawn as 10m contour 
lines. To the left is a three-dimensional display. The glacier front before the surge is easily seen in the display. The horizontal 
scale is 1:6.5.000. 

The result was that a total volume of ice trans- 
ported down the glacier during the surge was 
815 x lo6 m3 = 0.815 km3. The total glacier area 
was 29 km2 before the surge. Liest01 & Roland 
( pers. comm.) found an empirical formula for the 
area-thickness relationship from analysis of data 
from radio-echo soundings at Spitsbergen glaciers. 
They found that a mean thickness estimate can be 
foundbyh=33m x InA+25minwhichAisthe 
numerical quantity of the area given in km2. 
Assuming this relation for Usherbreen gives an 
estimate of the mean thickness of 137 m and 4 km3 
in the volume. This may indicate that almost 20% 
of the ice mass was transported to the lower part of 
the glacier during the surge. 

Annual accumulation on the glacier is not 
known. The glaciers near Ny-Alesund in north- 
west Spitsbergen show a surplus in the corre- 
sponding height level in the accumulation area of 
about 500 kg/m2 (Liestd 1983). The snowfall is 

higher on the east coast. but if the value from Ny- 
Alesund is used we can estimate the total yearly 
surplus in the accumulation area. The area is about 
20 km2 which gives an estimated yearly surplus of 
about 10 x 106m3. The ice mass transport of 
0.815 km3 during the surge may correspond to 80 
years of accumulation. There will be some trans- 
port of ice between each surge so the surplus will 
be less than 10 x lo6 m3, and the surge transport 
of ice will then correspond to a somewhat longer 
period of accumulation than 80 years. Thus these 
considerations suggest a surge period of the order 
of 100 years. 

Velocity measurements 

The glacier front moved more than 1 km between 
1978 and 1980. That is a yearly motion of more 
than 300m, i.e. about 1 m per day. In its most 
active stage the motion was probably considerably 
larger than 1 m/d. 
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Table 1. Results of the velocity measurements in mm/d. 
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The velocity was measured in 1985 along two 
profiles from the moraine ridges in front of the 
glacier and 1.5 km up on the tongue. The regis- 
trations were done by theodolite and electronic 
distance meter from fixed triangulation points to 
reflectors mounted on stakes on the glacier. The 
Distomat DII has an accuracy of 5 mm + 5 mm 
per km. The stakes were surveyed in the period 
15.08.85 to 27.08.85. The position of the stakes 
(Hl-H8) and their motion are shown in Fig. 11. 
The points H1. H6 and H7 were situated on the 
old ridges in front of the glacier ( -  on distance 
in Table 1). 

The measurements in 1985 showed that the 
velocity still was higher than it would have been 
if the glacier had been in the quiescent stage 
between two surges. The velocity increased from 
about 150 mm/d near the margin (H2 and H8) to 
about 300 mm/d 1.5 km up on the tongue (H5). 
The speed decreased rapidly from the beginning 
until the end of the survey. At point H5 the 

Protilc 1: 
Stakes HI H2 H3 H4 HS 

Distance from 

Period in 1985 
1 S .08-16.08 92 202 264 310 436 
16.08-23.08 76 I44 195 219 313 
23.08-27.08 52 112 143 163 260 

the front (m) -30 70 370 820 1470 

Profilc 2 
Stahes H6 H? H8 

Dtstmce from 
the front (m) -230 -60 60 
Period in 1985 
17 08-19 08 52 63 178 
19 0b27  08 49 60 179 

velocity decreased from 436 to 260 mm/d, at H4 
from 310 to 160 mm/d, a t  H3 from 260 t o  140 mm/ 
d and at  H2 from 200 to 110mm/d. This may 
partly be because the glacier was stagnating at  the 
end of the surge, but most probably the great 
decrease is due to  weather conditions that caused 
the high water discharge and the high sliding 
velocity to  decrease during the observation 
period. The first days were sunny and the air 
temperature was 8-10°C. Therefore the ablation 
and consequently the water discharge were high. 
The waterways mostly drained out subglacially . 
The two main streams both had a discharge of 
about 7-8 m3/s. During the last four-five days the 
night temperature was below zero, the sky was 
cloudy and the temperature in the daytime was 
not more than 1-2°C. Accordingly, there was 
hardly any melting on  the glacier, and the water 
discharge was reduced to  less than half of the 
value at the beginning of the period. The sliding 
velocity therefore decreased rapidly too, and this 
rapid decrease indicates that the water was 
drained subglacially in great parts of the glacier. 
Subglacial drainage together with the high ice 
velocity showed that the glacier sole must have 
been at the pressure melting point. 

The velocity observations confirmed that the 
ice in the old terminal ridges was reactivated. The 
glacier advance was hindered by the ridges, but 
pressing on them the whole ridge system was 
reactivated and pushed forward. The speed of the 
ridges just outside the glacier front was different 
from that of the glacier. The glacier moved two 
to three times as fast (see H1 against H2 and H7 
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Fig. 12. Fresh moraine ridge folding up on the sandur in front of the old moraine ridges 

against H8). and therefore the glacier gradually 
moved over the old ridges, at least in the periods 
when the ablation was less than the forward 
motion. 

The motion of the ridges decreased outwards 
from the glacier front, but at H6, situated on the 
top of a ridge 230 m from the glacier, the velocity 
still was 50 mm/d. Motion could also be observed 
at small shear planes that were formed on the 
surface of the sandur outside the ridge system 
more than 300m from the glacier. Parts of the 
ridge system were pushed 200 m forward during 
the surge (Fig. 11). 

Only the old ridges nearest to the glacier con- 
tained icecores that were reactivated. The ridges 
more distant from the glacier did not contain any 
pure ice, but only folded sandur material. The 
motion causes a pressure that is transmitted 
through the frozen moraine ridges and on to the 
frozen sediment layers in the flat sandur area in 
front of the ridge system. These layers were folded 
up and new ridges were developed (Fig. 12). The 
thrust increased the foldings in the old ridges too, 
and it caused overriding and thrust faulting both 
in the old and the new ridges. The permafrost and 
the effect of the salt content on the mechanical 
properties of the material must be responsible for 

the deformation and the foldings of the material 
as the glacier pushed the ridges forward. This 
process will be described in more detail in a later 
paper. 

Summary 
During the surge at Usherbreen the glacier front 
advanced more than 1 km between 1978-1980 at 
an average speed of about 1 m/d. The velocity 
increased very abruptly when the surge was trig- 
gered, but the advance was retarding slowly over 
several years after the main period of the surge. 
In 1985 the front had advanced 1.5km and 
covered an area of 4.5 km2. Partly the glacier had 
moved over the old terminal moraine ridges and 
on to undisturbed ground. The glacier was still 
advancing in 1985 and was further out than in any 
earlier surge. 

Mean slope of the glacier surface on the lower 
7 km decreased from 3.3 grad. to 1.8 grad. This 
gives a critical triggering shear stress of only 
60kPa (0.6bar) and a shear stress of 30bar 
(0.3 bar) at the end of the surge. 

The volume of ice transported from higher to 
lower parts of the glacier was 815 X lo6 m3, which 
is almost 20% of the total glacier volume. 
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The velocity measurements showed that the 
glacier was still advancing in August 1985. in the 
front 150 mm/d and 1.5 km up on the tongue 
about 300 rnrn/d. 

The measurements on the ridges in front of the 
glacier confirmed that the ice on the ridges close 
to the glacier was reactivated so that the whole 
ridge system was pressed forward at a speed of 
about 50 mrn/d. This resulted in increased folding 
and thrust faulting of the old ridges. Parts of the 
ridge system were pushed 200 m forward. In front 
of the old moraine ridges new ridges were devel- 
oped as the frozen sediment layers in the flat 
sandur were folded up. 
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